The University of Plymouth Students’
Union, Student, Staff Teaching and
representation (SSTAR) awards are now
running into their 8th consecutive year,
where they have grown from strength
to strength, increasing significantly in
both the number of award categories
and the volume of nominations since
their inception in 2011. These awards
recognize the dedication and excellent
practice provided by our committed
students and staff in order to ensure that
students are getting the most of their
University experience.

The evening is an event to celebrate
all of those who have been shortlisted,
our runners up and winners, and the
achievements and good practice of both
our students and staff right across the
university.

The nominations for each of these
awards have come from across each
of the five faculties, both on and
off campus, as well as our Partner
Institutions. Both students and staff have
the opportunity to nominate individuals
for any of the 16 categories and are all
submitted online.
Student Representatives can nominate
themselves to sit on the selection panels
which consider the runners up and
winners of each award. Each panel is
supported by the democratically elected
VP Education, allowing the event to be
student led throughout. Some of these
awards will have both faculty winners
and an overall winner, whilst others will
have a runner up and an overall winner!
The VP Education hosts the night, with
a range of students and staff presenting
awards during the course of the evening.

This report will look in more detail at the
8 awards below.
•

Inspirational Teaching

•

Outstanding Personal Tutor

•

One in a Million Support Staff

•

The Big Thank-You Award

•

Most Dedicated Dissertation/Project
Supervisor

•

Sensational Programme Lead

•

Most Effective Feedback

•

Postgraduate Supervisor/Teacher of
the Year

As part of the nominations process,
we asked nominators to detail reasons
why their nominee deserved this
particular award. By analysing the
578 nominations received for the
categories above we have assessed
what the nominees think makes teaching
excellent. The combination of this data,
quotations, anecdotes and examples
can help answer the question: “What
do students believe to be excellent
teaching?”

MAJA SM ITH

VP Education 2017 - 2019

N O MINATIO NS BY FACULTY
All faculties were represented in the nominations, with Health & Human Sciences
submitting the most.
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This year, students and staff submitted 578 completed nominations. A further 40
nominations were received but did not have sufficient information to be included.
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The largest group of nominations were for positions where one-to-one staff and
student contact is common or expected. Students really value contact and teaching
hours, and staff who take the time to help them; these awards allow them to show
their gratitude for the individual guidance, teaching and support they receive.
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I N S P IRATIO NAL TEACHING
Our most popular award was for Inspirational Teaching, with 135 nominations. Almost
a quarter of all nominations were for this award. Having an inspiring teacher who
demonstrates passion and enthusiasm for their subject clearly has a positive impact
on students’ experiences at Plymouth.
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T E AC HIN G ST YL E
Students had clear ideas about the
teaching styles that make an inspiring
lecturer. They benefit when staff make
lectures engaging, interactive and use
innovative methods and many students
said enthusiasm helped to make dry
subjects more interesting. Students
also welcome lecturers who asked for
feedback to improve their courses.
“Great teaching of a new programming
language, and adapts teaching methods
to students on different levels.”
“She gives interesting and engaging
lectures, and strongly promotes student
engagement throughout the lectures
which thoroughly benefits our learning.”
HE LPIN G ST U D EN T S L E AR N
As well as being taught well, students
need to learn well too. 46% of students
found their learning experience was
enhanced when they had lecturers who
explained concepts to them clearly.
Being a supportive presence contributed
to students’ learning – staff who
successfully helped their students learn
were described as ‘going the extra mile’,
inspiring confidence, promoting skill
development and using their personal
experiences to help break down
difficult concepts.
“He will always provide support to
students and will always take to time
to ensure that they have a complete
understanding, often going through the
same thing several times.”
LE CTU R ER S’ PER S O NAL
QUA L IT IES A N D TE MP E R AME NT
Excellence in teaching comes in many
forms and for lots of students the
personalities and disposition of their
teaching staff was crucial. Students need
their teaching staff to be enthusiastic
about what they are teaching,

approachable enough to ask questions
of, and have a friendly, welcoming nature
to help students feel that they belong.
“He is very kind in attitude to students,
he is patient and helpful, he is
encouraging and inspires students with
confidence in what they do, he inspires
creative thinking and provides support
for innovative ideas. He is an inspiration
to us all.”
DE DI CATI O N TO SUBJE CT
Lecturers who demonstrated a clear
dedication to, and love of, their subject
encouraged students to learn. Students
responded well to lecturers who have
wealth of knowledge about their subject,
are professional and above all show that
they really care about what they teach.
“Her passion for social psychology really
shows in her lectures and makes a
subject that I was once not so drawn to,
really very interesting. Every lecture is
enjoyable, inspirational teacher.”
DE DI CATI O N TO STUD E NTS
Finally, around a quarter of students
valued staff who cared about their
academic progress and their wellbeing.
Staff who listened to students and made
time to hear their concerns were praised
as were those who responded quickly
to emails.
“She was a great help while I was a
student of hers for two years, nothing
was a problem and was always there
when we needed her.”
“She is so interested in her students and
wanted us all to do well. She always
asked us how we are getting on and
if we ever needed anything she would
always reply back to our emails.“

O U T STAN D IN G PERSONAL TUTOR
Personal tutors help students in so many ways, whether academically or personally.
Students have shown how important the relationship is and how much they value
their tutors by submitting 81 nominations, making this the award with the second
highest number of nominations.
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Students mainly saw their personal tutor
as someone to provide vital support
when times are hard. This can be for
academic issues, such as helping with
assignments, to personal and pastoral
support when life outside of university
doesn’t go to plan. 80% of nominations
referred to support given. Students felt
their tutors cared about them and made
time to speak to them and to build good
relationships. They also supported
students with employability, such as
promoting opportunities that would
benefit them and making links
to industry.
“As soon as she joined our team she
got stuck in straight away, doing all that
she could to support the students and
help them with any issues, whether it
be personal, academic or clinical. She
really draws on her experience as a
student here to inspire and help her
tutees and she completely understands
the support the students need and the
challenges and pressures they face as
undergraduates. She always has her
door open and a friendly ear ready to
listen and assist in any way she can.”
HE LPIN G ST U D EN T S T O R E MAI N
IN UN IV ER SIT Y
One of the critical ways in which a tutor
can make a difference to students is
by helping them to continue with their
degrees when it seems easier to give
up. Having that one-to-one contact is so
vital to students and many have been
inspired and encouraged to keep going.
“He has worked hard to connect with
learners who may be struggling with
their final year studies and put in place
comprehensive measures to help
them succeed.”

T UT O R S’ P O SI TI VE
P E R S O NALI TI E S
Having a friendly and positive tutor
can also make struggling students feel
better. Successful tutors were described
as being helpful, dedicated and
approachable, with a positive outlook.
“Her dedication, commitment, and deeply
empathetic attitude in her approach to
student tutoring & coaching make her
stand out and shine in bright & warm
colours. Her approach to pastoral care
is deeply personal, treating each student
as a partner and an individual – an
approach from which we may all learn
a lot.”
GO O D TE ACH I NG STYLE
Students also enjoyed the way their
tutors taught, in particular for how they
used their own experiences to help
explain concepts, providing timely
feedback on assignments and acting
promptly when issues are raised,
in addition to making the university
experience fun and stretching
students to make sure they reach their
full potential.
“She is one of the only members of the
faculty who is willing to listen to us and
actually take constructive feedback. We
also know that she will actually act on
this feedback to ensure that the course is
made better for the students who will be
doing the course in the following years.”

O N E IN A MILLION SUPPORT S TAF F
Aside from the tutors and lecturers that students interact with, there are many
background staff providing support to students in countless areas. This award
gathered the third highest number of nominations – 64 – showing that students
appreciate the help they get outside of formal lectures.
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Students really appreciated the different
types of support offered, and being
able to get advice and guidance from
knowledgeable staff. Being organised
was important as was being available for,
and responsive to, students’ queries.

Students benefited from high-quality
staff teaching skills and valued the
educational support in areas such as
referencing and lab studies, which help
them to reach their academic goals.

“He is probably the best lecturer and
dissertation supervisor you could
possibly have. You can talk to him about
anything and he will give his best advice
and guidance. He doesn’t give up on
students, he will continue to motivate
people as he has the skill for it.”
“She is always on hand to support. Her
knowledge is amazing.”
CH A R A C T ER IST IC S O F S UP P O RT
STAF F
Again, students picked up on the
personalities and characteristics of
the staff supporting them. They were
frequently described as caring about
students and going the ‘extra mile’ to
help them, having friendly and amiable
dispositions and being passionate about
what they do.
“Great support, lovely helpful person.
Always has time for everyone. Nothing
is ever too much trouble and she does
everything with a smile!”
“She is always there when you need
help; she always knows the answer and
never lets you down. She is truly one in a
million support staff and a true SSTAR.”

“She has provided me with a lot of
support and guidance for things like
referencing, proofreading assignments
and general help with finding relevant
resources for writing my assignments.”
“An excellent demonstrator in the labs,
helping us with whatever problem we
have with the procedures, the equipment
and the practical. Without his support we
would not have been able to carry out
the experiments correctly.”

T H E BIG THAN K YOU AWARD
50 students nominated their unsung heroes; those service staff who help make dayto-day university life run smoothly. This covered anything from catering and events,
to academic support and administration, and cleaning and IT services.
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By far the most nominations for this
award were for staff who have provided
emotional and practical support to
students. With 42% of the nominations,
staff and students alike recognise
that the transition to university can be
challenging and they valued offers of
help from a wide range of sources.

A small number of students nominated
their lecturers for the Big Thank You
Award, praising their strong teaching
skills and ability to bring the course
content to life.
“She always teaches in great depth and
her lessons are never dull so I feel I
learn the most in her classes.”

“They are the first point of contact for
students at every point in their journey
with us, from interview to graduation.
They are always on hand and have a
wealth of knowledge to support students
and staff alike. We couldn’t do this
without them.”
ACA D EM IC SU PP O RT
Additionally, students were grateful for
help with their academic studies, from
answering queries about their course to
providing guidance on aspects such as
referencing.
“She has worked closely with her learner
group to support them through their
modules and as a much valued tutor.”
FRIE N D L IN ESS
Some staff were singled out for
praise due to their friendly and kind
personalities, which can enhance a good
day or brighten a bad one.
“Always very welcoming and have
taken the time to get to know many HE
students individually. Their presence
makes the Café what it is with regards to
atmosphere and generally, just a lovely
place to be.”

S UP P O RTI NG CO LLE AGUE S AND
S H O W I N G CO MMI TME NT TO
T H E R OLE
Colleagues also nominated each other,
recognising the support they bring
day-to-day and in crises as well as the
dedication they show to their roles.
“She has been an amazingly helpful
team member this year, stepping in
several times when I have unexpectedly
needed teaching cover.”

MO ST D E D ICATED DISSERTATION/
P R O JE CT SUP E RVISOR
Dissertations are a challenging part of university life, but having a trusted and
supportive project supervisor can make a significant difference. 47 students
nominated staff for this award, which recognises those who inspire undergraduates
to produce their most significant piece of work in their university career.
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Support from supervisors was valuable
to almost every student who nominated
for this award. Many noted that staff had
‘gone the extra mile’ to help them succeed
and that they were readily available to
answer questions, give advice and help
solve problems throughout.
“She has been an exceptional dissertation
tutor. She puts the time aside regularly
to provide support and does so in an
approachable manner. Whenever I have
concerns, after a meeting with her I walk
away feeling reassured.”
“Her way is one of encouragement and
support through building self-confidence
and independence. At the same time she
is incredibly responsive and available.
My time at Plymouth University would not
have been the same without her.”
SUP ERV ISIN G ST Y L E
There are certain qualities that a
good supervisor has – just over 30%
highlighted something they respected
such as being knowledgeable and
organised, dedicated to the role, and
being able to explain themselves well.
“He has been incredibly supportive of
me and my dissertation work, pushing
me to achieve the best possible result I
could. He has been a constant source
of knowledge and good ideas, and has
helped me to aim higher than I thought
was possible.”
“She was very good at communication,
very dedicated and offered constructive
feedback and support throughout my
entire dissertation.”
SUP ERV ISO R PER S O NAL I T Y
Around a third of students highlighted a
specific characteristic of their supervisor’s
personality that they benefited from, such
as enthusiasm. Strong teaching skills
are important, but for a stressful project

or dissertation students appreciate the
personal connection and they found that
having a supervisor who cares about
them and wants them to succeed helped
them through a difficult period.
“I have found her inspirational, very
knowledgeable and an excellent
supervisor! Just brilliant.”
“He is always there for me and I have
seen his dedication to other members of
my class and is always checking to see
how we are getting on and if we need any
support.”
P R O V I DI NG ACAD E MI C
O P P O RTUNI TI E S O UTSI D E O F
L E CT URE S
Some students have found that working
with their supervisor helped them to
achieve further academic success; for
example, presenting at conferences,
authoring papers and making decisions
about career paths.
“She has really helped me turn my
undergraduate dissertation into an
incredible piece of work that could be
presented to a global audience within the
field.”
“She has helped me with both my
Foundation and Bachelor degree
Dissertations, the former of which we
have turned into an academic paper and
are hoping to publish and present at a
conference at the end of April.”
“Her guidance, academic expertise and
contacts have played a vital role in this.
The time she has spent going through
this to refine and develop the paper have
been invaluable, both for the progress of
this paper, and for my own approach to
academic writing and further study. She
played a fundamental part in my decision
to return to university to do a top up
year, a decision I am still very happy I
have made.”

S EN SAT ION AL PROGRAMME LEAD
These staff make sure that their programme runs smoothly, taking feedback from
students to ensure that the course offers the highest standard of educational
experience. 38 students nominated their programme lead for this award.
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M AK IN G T IM E FO R S T UDE NT S
Again, students have shown how
important they find attention from
staff. Most students nominating in this
category mentioned a way that staff
make time for them, such as providing
guidance, listening to students and
involving them in decisions, and
supporting them even when they are
busy themselves. Helping students with
personal worries was also appreciated.
“Always going above and beyond
to ensure student well-being and
achievement.”
P E RSO N A L QU A L I T I E S O F T H E
P RO G R A M M E L EAD
Dedicated and committed staff were
important to students, as were those who
were enthusiastic and knowledgeable
about what they teach.
“She is approachable, friendly
and helpful.”

ACADE MI C AND CARE E R
B E NE F I TS
Students also highlighted where staff
had made changes to benefit them in
their academic life and further into their
careers. Many of these staff improved
programmes, some helped with boosting
employability through additional activities
and attendance at conferences, and
some used innovative teaching methods.
“She is very pro-active and managed
to secure opportunities for students to
attend national conference relating to
pre-hospital maternity care as a student
helper at the event.”

MO ST E FFE CT IVE F EEDBACK
Feedback is crucial for students to learn what worked well and improve what didn’t
work as well. 26 students nominated the staff they felt had provided the most
effective feedback within the 20 working day turnaround time and helped them
progress in their assignments.
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Students’ key requirements for feedback
was for it to be well explained. They
appreciate where lecturers have taken
the time to construct feedback that is
useful and easy to understand.

“She is always extremely thorough in
her feedback. She is a very motivated
workshop leader and explains things
very well. I feel I can ask her when I
need help.”

“Feedback that helped students to
improve their future submissions was
also highly valued, and many students
told us they appreciated having feedback
in general. Students also praised
feedback that was clear and to the point,
had a quick turnaround and was offered
to them frequently.”

“The feedback I received was extremely
helpful and I implemented it in the next
piece of work which vastly improved my
grade and helped me to achieve a first in
the module!”

P O S T GRAD UATE TEACHER/
S U P ERVISOR O F THE YEAR
Postgraduate students often have different teaching experiences to undergraduates.
This award, nominated by 22 students, enables them to acknowledge where staff
have helped them to continue their studies and achieve even more.
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CARIN G A BO U T S T UDE NT S
As has been shown in this year’s
awards, students really benefit when
they feel that staff care about their
wellbeing and their academic progress.
Students nominating for this award
highlighted the characteristics of caring
staff, such as dedication, support,
and honesty.
“Her constant support and
encouragement is paramount to the
course and I could not have carried on
without her!”
P ROFESSION A L IS M, GO O D
TE ACHIN G SKIL L S AND MAK I NG
WORK IN T ER EST I NG
Students making the transition from
undergraduate to postgraduate value
the professionalism shown by lecturers,
along with their strong teaching skills
and ability to make the course content
come alive.
“Fantastic teaching skills! Very
patient and thorough in explaining the
International Finance course. It is a
3-hour weekly lecture, but I am hardly
bored during the classes because he
manages to keep the classes engaging
and the topics interesting. I have now
taken a keen interest in Finance and
would like to acknowledge his efforts.”

GI V I NG FE E D BACK, P RO VI D I NG
R E S O URCE S AND H E LP, AND
O F F E R I N G AD VI CE AND
GUI DAN CE
Negotiating the different challenges
presented by postgraduate work is made
easier by teachers who offer advice and
guidance. Clear feedback also benefits
students as it does when lecturers
provide additional study resources to
help further learning.
“Resources they give us are excellent
and they always offer to help as much as
possible.”
I NS P I R I NG STUD E NTS AND
‘GO I NG TH E E XTRA MI LE ’
Postgraduate students are inspired by
their tutors and appreciate the effort
that staff put in to ensuring that their
students are succeeding in their
academic studies.
“She goes way beyond her role to help
us out with our PGCE course and never
leaves us without guidance.”

AD DITIONAL AWARDS
A small number of nominations were also received for the following awards:
Best Placement Support (13 nominations);
Sustainability in Curriculum Champion (8 nominations);
Excellence in Championing Career Development (7 nominations);
and Most Innovative Use of Teaching Methods (4 nominations).
While these are important awards, there were insufficient nominations to include
them in depth here.

